TRAILER RECEIVING with HARD COPY STORE BILL OF LADING
SEAL INSPECTION




Examine the bolt seal on the trailer to ensure that it has not been tampered with in
any way.
Match the seal number on the bolt seal to the seal number referenced on the Bill
of Lading.
If the seal is not intact, or the seal numbers do not match, document the exception
on the OS&D (over, short, & damage) Report and immediately notify the Montreal
Transportation Department.

TRAILER DOCUMENTATION


Once the bolt seal has been cut, confirm receipt of the freight documentation prior
to unloading.



The documentation will be located in a plastic pouch on the inside right, toward
rear of the trailer.



The documentation will include:
 Three (3) copies of every Store BOL (Bill of Lading), and if applicable, Manual
Shipping Authorizations.*



One copy of the Store BOL is to be retained for count verification and for
subsequent billing purposes; one copy of the Store BOL is to be delivered to the
store along with their freight. The Store BOL is essential in order for the store
associates to verify the integrity of their delivered freight. See Exhibit A and note
that the division on the Store BOL is referenced as follows: CC (Calvin Klein);
VC (Van Heusen); TC (Tommy Hilfiger).



Under no circumstances is the Store BOL to be altered in any manner.



If only one trailer is shipped, that trailer will have the aforementioned
documentation.



If more than one trailer ships, the last trailer will have documentation for all
trailers.



If three trailers are shipped, the third trailer leaving the Montreal Distribution
Center will have its own documentation.



A Montreal DC Carrier BOL will be given to each driver (Exhibit B) providing the
following information:
 The carton/weight breakdown for each store by load.



If a trailer that is required to have documentation does not, proceed as follows:
 Process the freight.
 Compile an OS&D based on your blind counts**
 Contact the Montreal Transportation Department prior to making delivery.



For Special Project Shipments – Manual Shipping Authorization documentation, if
applicable, will be located in a plastic pouch on the inside right toward the rear of
the trailer. Manual Shipping Authorizations are for freight manually loaded onto
the trailer at the Distribution Center. See Exhibit C for an example of the Manual
Shipping Authorization. The documentation identifies the delivery destination,
and the number of cartons manually loaded onto the trailer. The manually loaded
cartons are in addition to the freight that is manifested on the Store BOLs. Deliver
a copy of the Manual Shipping Authorization to the delivery destination, and retain
a copy for billing purposes.

**Blind counts pertain to a carton count executed without prior knowledge of the
number of cartons that should be received for each store.

MISSING / OVERDUE TRAILERS


In the event that one or more trailers do not meet the scheduled receiving
appointment, abide by the following procedures:
 If all the necessary documentation is received, process the freight
you received, compile an OS&D Report, and deliver the freight to the
stores.
 If the required documentation is not received, hold the freight until
contact has been made with Transportation.
 Contact the Montreal Transportation Department immediately.
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